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Night Season Eileen Wilks 2008-01-02 Lupine sorcerer Cullen Seabourne and FBI Agent Cynna
Weaver are just coming to terms with having a baby, when they are lured to another realm where
magic is commonplace and night never ends. Their only way home lies in tracking down a missing
medallion-one also sought by powerful beings who will do anything to claim it.
Bayou Reckoning Apryl Baker 2020-07-27
Reaper Apryl Baker 2021-05-25 Ella Grace Banks-I'm an Army brat, so I'm numb to being yanked
out of school and moving no matter the time of year. Dad doesn't care that we were only about a
month from finishing school, that it's my baby sister's freshman year in high school. Why would he,
though? He cares more about the stupid military than he does us.That's how we ended up in
Jacob's Fork, West Virginia.My very first day, I was the victim of a hit and run accident that left me
in a coma where there's nothing but dark scary things.The reality waiting for me when I wake up is
even scarier-I'm told I'm a living reaper who will forever see ghosts, and it's my job to help them
move on from the world of the living. I mean, this is not me. I'm the girl who'd rather run around in
sweats, a t-shirt, and flip flops with a book in my hand than try to convince ghosts they need to
cross over.And then there's Eli. He's my Guardian Angel, apparently. His job is to protect me, and
that means maybe even from my dad, whose military unit kidnaps supernatural creatures and
studies them. But can anyone actually protect me from a world of spooks and the people trying to
harm us?I guess that's what we're about to find out.
Ten Second Staircase Christopher Fowler 2006-06-27 It’s a crime tailor-made for the Peculiar
Crimes Unit: a controversial artist is murdered and displayed as part of her own outrageous
installation. No suspects, no motive, no evidence–it’s business as usual for the Unit’s
cantankerous founding partners, Arthur Bryant and John May. But this time they have an
eyewitness. According to twelve-year-old Luke Tripp, the killer was a cape-clad highwayman atop
a black stallion. As implausible as the boy’s story sounds, Bryant and May take it seriously when
“The Highwayman” is spotted again, striking a dramatic pose at the scene of his next outlandish
murder. Whatever the killer’s real identity, he seems intent on killing off a string of minor celebrities
while becoming one himself. As the tabloids look to make a quick bundle on “Highwayman Fever,”
Bryant and May, along with the newest member of the Unit, May’s agoraphobic granddaughter,
April, find themselves sorting out a case involving an unlikely combination of artistic rivalries,
sleazy sex affairs, the Knights Templars, and street gang feuds. To do it, they’re going to have to
use every orthodox–and unorthodox–means at their disposal, including myth, witchcraft, and the
psychogeographic history of the city’s “monsters,” past and present. And if one unsolvable crime

weren’t enough, this case has disturbing links to a decades-old killing spree that nearly destroyed
the partnership of Bryant and May once before…and may again. The Peculiar Crimes Unit is one
murder away from being closed down for good–and that murder could be their own.
Pre-Incident Indicators of Terrorist Incidents Brent L. Smith 2011-01 This is a print on demand
edition of a hard to find publication. Explores whether sufficient data exists to examine the
temporal and spatial relationships that existed in terrorist group planning, and if so, could patterns
of preparatory conduct be identified? About one-half of the terrorists resided, planned, and
prepared for terrorism relatively close to their eventual target. The terrorist groups existed for
1,205 days from the first planning meeting to the date of the actual/planned terrorist incident. The
planning process for specific acts began 2-3 months prior to the terrorist incident. This study
examined selected terrorist groups/incidents in the U.S. from 1980-2002. It provides for the
potential to identify patterns of conduct that might lead to intervention prior to the commission of
the actual terrorist incidents. Illustrations.
The Reaper Chronicles F.T. Scott 2021-07-01 Having been presumed dead for three years
following a plane crash, Elliot Blythe returns to his home under the curse of death. After the
murder of his brother, Elliot finds a master to train him in the dark arts where he learns he must kill
to survive. When a strange flu begins to sweep its way through Sterling City, the duo race against
the clock to find the person responsible for murdering Elliot’s brother and foil a plot to release a
synthetic plague on humanity. Will they succeed, or are there larger plans in motion?
The Lawyers Reports Annotated, Book 1-70 1902
The Girl and the Moon Mark Lawrence 2022-04-26 In the third exhilarating novel in this dazzling
epic fantasy series, a young outcast will fight against staggering odds to save her world. On the
planet Abeth, a narrow Corridor of green land is surrounded on all sides by ice plains where only
the strong survive. Ice triber Yaz has completed a perilous journey and arrived at the Corridor, and
it exceeds and overwhelms all of her expectations. Everything seems different but some constants
remain: her old enemies are still two steps ahead, bent on her destruction. She makes her way to
the Convent of Sweet Mercy, where nuns train young girls who show the old gifts, but like the
Corridor itself the convent is packed with peril and opportunity. Yaz has much to learn from the
nuns—if they don’t decide to execute her. The fate of everyone squeezed between the Corridor’s
vast walls, and ultimately the fate of those laboring to survive out on ice itself, hangs from the
moon, and the battle to save the moon centers on the Ark of the Missing, buried beneath the
emperor’s palace. Everyone wants Yaz to be the key that will open the Ark – the one the wise
have sought for generations. But sometimes wanting isn’t enough.
Turned (Book #1 in the Vampire Journals) Ariel Menta 2013-03-13 Join Marissa Jones, and her
CIA colleagues, on an epic adventure, destroying Sunny Industries - an agency threatening to take
over all other agencies, and Marissa's parents. Follow Marissa through new experiences, new
friendships, and new love.
The Unlikely Adventures of Mabel Jones Will Mabbitt 2016 "Mabel Jones finds herself aboard the
Feroshus Maggot--a ship crewed by the strangest bunch of pirates you'd (never) want to meet.
She then has to find pieces of an X-shaped puzzle that in her hands could be her ticket home, but
in the hands of Captain Split, they'd give him the power to assemble a pirate militia to take over
London!"-Harness Horse 1991
Blaze of Chaos C. J. Strange 2018-09-11 Forbidden lives, forbidden love... Britain, circa 2028: a
nation devastated by war waged between a dictator and a new subrace of Magick-infused
humans, known as Anomalies. A handful of us birthed B.L.A.Z.E., to resist Prime Minister
Wentworth and the Sovereignty. It was only a matter of time before they found us. My name is
Penelope Starling, and my very existence is a criminal offence. Myself and four fellow Anomalies
are all that remain of B.L.A.Z.E.: My burly Scotsman Duncan, whose speed, strength, and loyalty
have saved my arse countless times; Alfie, my hot-headed pyromaniac and childhood best mate;
Oliver, my sweet tech-genius; and the newcomer, the beautiful and bizarre enigma, Rhys Shields.

Despite their differences, and my responsibilities as their Lieutenant, my heart is starting to burn
for them--all of them. Now, I vow to do whatever I must to keep the men I love alive. Wentworth
may think he's stamped us out, but if our tiny brigade is willing to fight, and fight together? This war
isn't over. Not yet. B.L.A.Z.E. is still very much on fire; And that's a bloody promise. Blaze of
Chaos is the debut reverse harem romance 55,000 word novel from C. Strange. It is sultry, high
heat, and loads of fun. Meet Penny and her boys!
Witchiest Circus on Earth Leanne Leeds 2018-04-05 Magic under the big top. Murder under
investigation. Can a non-practicing witch save the family business and live to see the encore?
Charlotte never had the choice to follow in her family's magical footsteps. Her parents decided
decades ago to live amongst the humans and leave the mystical circus far behind. But when her
ringmaster uncle is murdered and wills her the family's magical business, she feels the pull to step
back under the big top. As she harnesses the awesome powers of the enchanted performance,
she vows to bring her uncle's killer to justice. In the midst of juggling her investigation, running the
show, and navigating rival groups of carnies, the human-phobic Witches Council schemes to
replace her faster than a flying trapeze. With threats coming from both sides of the tent, Charlotte
must unmask her uncle's murderer before the legendary circus takes its final bow. Witchiest Circus
on Earth is the first book in the spellbinding Magical Midway paranormal cozy mystery series. If
you like colorful characters, supernatural circuses, and twisty mysteries, then you'll love Leanne
Leeds' show-stopping whodunit. Buy Witchiest Circus on Earth to step right up for a razzle-dazzle
cozy paranormal today!
The Illustrated London News 1862
The Engineer 1870
The Ghost Files 4 Apryl Baker 2016-12-19 Sleep, little children, all safe in your beds. But when the
boogeyman knocks, if you are up watching... he'll make sure that you wish you were dead! Once
every one hundred and fifty years he emerges from the darkest depths to feed. With each soul he
takes, he grows stronger. There is but one gift he needs in order to gain the power he seeks. One
gift that will allow him to walk amongst all the precious little children. And it's the one gift Mattie
Hathaway possesses...the ability to bring images to life with just a drop of her blood. The demon
Silas has warned her to never reveal this ability, not even to her father who shares her power to
communicate with the dead. She's heeded his warning, but hiding it may no longer be an option.
Children are disappearing all over the Charlotte area. When their bodies are recovered, they are
always the same-broken, beaten, and bruised. Fear is spiraling out of control in the Queen City as
parents glance nervously around each corner, seeing the boogeyman in every shadow. When one
little girl goes missing in Mattie's neighborhood, it's up to her and Officer Dan Richards to find the
truth. In doing so, she uncovers a far greater evil than she's ever come up against. The one thing
she was bred to defeat. Deleriel. A fallen angel...one of the first demons. He is powerful,
ambitious, and now that Mattie is on his radar, she's all he needs to complete his arsenal. Amid of
whirlwind of secrets coming to light, Mattie is faced with uncovering the truth about her own
heritage. She must come to grips with it before she can begin to prepare for the battle of a
lifetime...a battle she never asked for but is caught in the middle of. Can she face her own truths
before it's too late?
Heidi Heckelbeck Has a Secret Wanda Coven 2012-01-03 After being homeschooled her whole
life, Heidi Heckelbeck enters a real school in second grade, where she encounters a mean girl
named Melanie who makes her feel like an alien.
The Lancaster Bar 1882
Jay's Journal Anonymous 2012-09-25 A withdrawn adolescent boy's initiation into the occult draws
him ever deeper into the bizarre world of witchcraft, voodoo, and satanism until, at age sixteen, he
commits suicide.
Bell's Weekly Messenger 1796
The Oath Apryl Baker 2014-09-26 She killed herself. Everyone asked why, but when I got my
hands on my sister's diary, I understood exactly why. I stared at the girl in the mirror as I removed

my nose ring. Gone was the black hair, replaced by golden blonde locks that made my sapphire
blue eyes shine and my California sun-kissed skin glow. The Goth chic clothes had been put away
and I wore a pink tank top and a pair of khaki colored Capri's. Stylish sandals completed the outfit.
I wanted to barf. The snotty little would-be witches would pay for what they'd done. By the end of
the week, they'd all be praying to whatever god they worshipped to hide them from the hell coming
for them. May the Fates have mercy upon them, because they would pay the same price they'd
demanded of her. Their lives.
One Trick Pony Nathan Hale 2017-03-14 The aliens have arrived. And they’re hungry for
electricity. In the Earth of the future, humans are on the run from an alien force—giant blobs who
suck up electrical devices wherever they can find them. Strata and her family are part of a caravan
of digital rescuers, hoping to keep the memory of civilization alive by saving electronics wherever
they can. Many humans have reverted to a pre-electrical age, and others have taken advantage of
the invasion to become dangerous bandits and outlaws. When Strata and her brother are
separated from the caravan, they must rely on a particularly beautiful and rare robot pony to
escape the outlaws and aliens—and defeat the invaders once and for all.
The 2030 Spike Colin Mason 2013-06-17 The clock is relentlessly ticking! Our world teeters on a
knife-edge between a peaceful and prosperous future for all, and a dark winter of death and
destruction that threatens to smother the light of civilization. Within 30 years, in the 2030 decade,
six powerful 'drivers' will converge with unprecedented force in a statistical spike that could tear
humanity apart and plunge the world into a new Dark Age. Depleted fuel supplies, massive
population growth, poverty, global climate change, famine, growing water shortages and
international lawlessness are on a crash course with potentially catastrophic consequences. In the
face of both doomsaying and denial over the state of our world, Colin Mason cuts through the
rhetoric and reams of conflicting data to muster the evidence to illustrate a broad picture of the
world as it is, and our possible futures. Ultimately his message is clear; we must act decisively,
collectively and immediately to alter the trajectory of humanity away from catastrophe. Offering
over 100 priorities for immediate action, The 2030 Spike serves as a guidebook for humanity
through the treacherous minefields and wastelands ahead to a bright, peaceful and prosperous
future in which all humans have the opportunity to thrive and build a better civilization. This book is
powerful and essential reading for all people concerned with the future of humanity and planet
earth.
The Promise Apryl Baker 2013-09-24 Armed with kick-ass shoes, can CJ stop a maniacal coven
leader, save the town, and still get Mr. Melt In Your Mouth Gorgeous while surviving the darkness
coming for her? The smoke from the fire burned her eyes, its heat caressed her skin and the taste
of fear choked her. She was going to burn just as her ancestor did all those centuries ago in New
Salem Village. How could she have been so wrong about everything? Cassie Jayne Bishop grew
up the only non-believer in town of Coven. When a stranger comes to the sleepy town of New
Salem, everything she thought was true unraveled around her. Ethan made her question
everything, even her sister's death. Clues start to pile up and Cassie is determined to find out if the
Coven was the real reason her sister died. What she uncovers terrifies her to the very depths of
her soul....
Pigsticks and Harold and the Incredible Journey Alex Milway 2014 A last member of a noble line of
explorers, unfailingly optimistic Pigsticks hires a hapless delivery hamster named Harold to be his
companion for a quest that wends through jungles, deserts and mountains in search of the Ends of
the Earth. By the creator of the Mythical 9th Division series.
Dream Caster Najeev Raj Nadarajah 2013-07 Haunted by memories of his massacred settlement,
sixteen-year-old Weaver seeks cover in a hidden refuge among the remains of a ruined city. In the
midst of building a new life, Weaver discovers that he has the amazing power to cast his dreams
into reality. Convinced it's just an anomaly, Weaver ignores it. That is until he learns of a
mysterious man who shares the ability, and uses his power to bring nightmares into existence and
wage war on the world. The peaceful life Weaver hoped for begins to unravel as waves of chaos

begin to break loose about him. In a race against time, Weaver must learn to accept his role as a
dream caster and master his new power, before his new home is destroyed and humanity is
pushed to the brink of extinction.
The Heathen Woman's Friend 1882
Haunting Experiences Diane Goldstein 2007-09-15 Ghosts and other supernatural phenomena are
widely represented throughout modern culture. They can be found in any number of entertainment,
commercial, and other contexts, but popular media or commodified representations of ghosts can
be quite different from the beliefs people hold about them, based on tradition or direct experience.
Personal belief and cultural tradition on the one hand, and popular and commercial representation
on the other, nevertheless continually feed each other. They frequently share space in how people
think about the supernatural. In Haunting Experiences, three well-known folklorists seek to
broaden the discussion of ghost lore by examining it from a variety of angles in various modern
contexts. Diane E. Goldstein, Sylvia Ann Grider, and Jeannie Banks Thomas take ghosts
seriously, as they draw on contemporary scholarship that emphasizes both the basis of belief in
experience (rather than mere fantasy) and the usefulness of ghost stories. They look closely at the
narrative role of such lore in matters such as socialization and gender. And they unravel the
complex mix of mass media, commodification, and popular culture that today puts old spirits into
new contexts
Mrs. Morris and the Witch Traci Wilton 2020-04-28 Halloween is the biggest holiday of the year in
Salem, Massachusetts—but when B&B owner Charlene Morris finds the dead body of a witch, it
spells trouble . . . Charlene, recently widowed, has renovated her historic mansion just in time to
greet guests arriving for the town’s annual Halloween festivities. She’s lucky to have a helpful staff
to provide support—as well as a handsome ghost named Jack standing invisibly by her side.
Unfortunately, while the revelers head out on haunted tours, have their fortunes told, or grab a
drink at Brews and Broomsticks, a killer walks among them. When Charlene discovers Morganna,
a local Wiccan, dead in her shop, she starts getting cozy with the local coven, looking for clues to
locate the crafty culprit. Salem may be famous for the false accusations of witchery in centuries
past, but this time someone is genuinely guilty—of murder . . . Visit us at
www.kensingtonbooks.com
Forever Your Touch Apryl Baker 2018-07 Mason Kincaid is a player. He learned from the best-his
brothers. He knows he's a good-looking bastard and isn't afraid to use his baby face on the ladies.
Life is sweet until he receives a call from his best friend begging Mason to look out for his baby
sister, Josephine. A babysitting job is not on his list of things to do, but Keith is like a brother to
him, and he can't say no. Then he meets Josephine and feels like a fifteen-year-old fanboy.
Josephine isn't just Keith's little sister-she's Mason's favorite YouTuber, and Keith damn well knew
it. The bastard probably laughed his ass off. Celebrity crush or not, he takes his role as her fill-in
big brother seriously, and he immediately understands Keith's dislike of Jo's self-centered
boyfriend. The more time Mason spends with her, the harder it is not to beat the asshole black and
blue. And the harder it is to guard his heart. Before long, the player is played. He falls in love with
a woman who is not only taken, but seems to truly love her boyfriend. But Mason is a Kincaid, and
Kincaids don't back down. He's determined to change his manwhore ways and show Jo what it
means to be treated right, cared for, and loved, even though she fights him with every breath. Can
he convince her to listen to her heart before it's too late-and they lose the one thing they'll never
find again?
The Daughters of Ys M. T. Anderson 2020-08-11 An Atlantis-like city from Celtic legend is the
setting of The Daughters of Ys, a mythical graphic novel fantasy from National Book Award winner
M. T. Anderson and artist Jo Rioux. Ys, city of wealth and wonder, has a history of dark secrets.
Queen Malgven used magic to raise the great walls that keep Ys safe from the tumultuous sea.
But after the queen's inexplicable death, her daughters drift apart. Rozenn, the heir to the throne,
spends her time on the moors communing with wild animals, while Dahut, the youngest, enjoys the
splendors of royal life and is eager to take part in palace intrigue. When Rozenn and Dahut's bond

is irrevocably changed, the fate of Ys is sealed, exposing the monsters that lurk in plain view. M. T.
Anderson and Jo Rioux reimagine this classic Breton folktale of love, loss, and rebirth, revealing
the secrets that lie beneath the surface.
One Day and One Amazing Morning on Orange Street Joanne Rocklin 2011-04-01 When a
mysterious man arrives one day on Orange Street, the children who live on the block try to find out
who he is and why he’s there. Little do they know that his story—and the story of a very old orange
tree—connects to each of their personal worries in ways they never could have imagined. From
impressing friends to dealing with an expanding family to understanding a younger sibling’s illness,
the characters’ storylines come together around that orange tree. Taking place over the course of
a day and a half, Joanne Rocklin’s masterful novel deftly builds a story about family, childhood
anxieties, and the importance of connection. In the end the fate of the tree (and the kids who care
for it) reminds us of the magic of the everyday and of the rich history all around us. Praise for One
Day and One Amazing Morning on Orange Street STARRED REVIEWS “Unfolding in one day’s
time, the story recounts how secrets are revealed, curiosity is satisfied and wishing becomes hope
because the spirit and ties of friendship and community are resilient and strong. Fully realized
characters and setting definitely make this one morning on Orange Street amazing.” –Kirkus
Reviews, starred review "Fascinating and thought-provoking, the writing has a gentle cadence,
richness in detail, and is charged with emotion. The book, like the oranges on the Orange Street
tree, presents segments of life that are both sweet and tart and sure to satisfy." –School Library
Journal, starred review “A touching story, beautifully told in multiple viewpoints.” –Booklist “Each
chapter focalizes the third-person narration through a particular child, and the book weaves the
singular tales into a larger story about a community that is pleasingly quirky but still believable.
Readers and parents looking for some wholesome sweetness will want to make a visit to Orange
Street.” –The Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books AWARD: Pennsylvania School Librarians
Association (PSLA) Young Adult Top Forty list
Witch Please Ann Aguirre 2021-09-07 Practical Magic meets Gilmore Girls in this adorable witchy
rom-com by New York Times bestselling author Ann Aguiree, with a bisexual cinnamon roll hero, a
commitment-averse heroine, and a chemistry between them that causes literal sparks. Danica
Waterhouse is a fully modern witch—daughter, granddaughter, cousin, and co-owner of the Fix-It
Witches, a magical tech repair shop. After a messy breakup that included way too much family
"feedback," Danica made a pact with her cousin: they'll keep their hearts protected and have fun,
without involving any of the overly opinionated Waterhouse matriarchs. Danica is more than a little
exhausted navigating a long-standing family feud where Gram thinks the only good mundane is a
dead one and Danica's mother weaves floral crowns for anyone who crosses her path. Three
blocks down from the Fix-It Witches, Titus Winnaker, owner of Sugar Daddy's bakery, has family
trouble of his own. After a tragic loss, all he's got left is his sister, the bakery, and a lifetime of
terrible luck in love. Sure, business is sweet, but he can't seem to shake the romantic curse that's
left him past thirty and still a virgin. He's decided he's doomed to be forever alone. Until he meets
Danica Waterhouse. The sparks are instant, their attraction irresistible. For him, she's the one. To
her, he's a firebomb thrown in the middle of a family war. Can a modern witch find love with an oldfashioned mundane who refuses to settle for anything less than forever? Praise for Witch Please:
"The start to Aguirre's Fix-It Witches series is a delightful, laugh-out-loud small-town tale...Ann
Aguirre's sexy, sweet, funny, and oh-so-fulfilling witchy love story will leave readers hungry for
Clementine's story"—Library Journal, starred review "Readers will be enchanted."—Publishers
Weekly "WITCH PLEASE is a lovely breath of fresh, cinnamon-scented air. It's sexy and sweet,
and it's the soft, adorable romance we need right now."—Kristen Callihan, New York Times and
USA Today bestselling author of the Game On series
The Tablet 1902
Be a Tree! Maria Gianferrari 2021-03-30 A lyrical, gorgeously illustrated look at the majesty of
trees—and what humans can learn from them Stand tall. Stretch your branches to the sun. Be a
tree! We are all like trees: our spines, trunks; our skin, bark; our hearts giving us strength and

support, like heartwood. We are fueled by air and sun. And, like humans, trees are social. They
“talk” to spread information; they share food and resources. They shelter and take care of one
another. They are stronger together. In this gorgeous and poetic celebration of one of nature’s
greatest creations, acclaimed author Maria Gianferrari and illustrator Felicita Sala both compare us
to the beauty and majesty of trees—and gently share the ways in which trees can inspire us to be
better people.
Lely & the Stuart Portrait Painters Charles Henry Collins Baker 1912
History of Hunterdon and Somerset Counties, New Jersey 1881
Crimson Kiss Trisha Baker 2014-06-16 Meghann O'Neill, a psychologist specializing in the
treatment of victims of abusive relationships and a vampire! Meghann is an expert in abusive
relationships. She knows exactly how her clients feel. She has also been seduced into a
relationship of pleasure and pain, excitement and torture. Unlike her clients, her lover turned her
into a immortal creature of the night, a vampire. Handsome, dashing, and sophisticated Simon
Baldevar claimed to love her body and soul. He enslaved her in an endless cycle of passion and
punishment, caresses and cruelty. A dark soul of shifting moods, he seduced her, dominated her,
and damned her with nocturnal immortally. Over thirty years ago, Meghann finally freed herself by
staking him out on a roof for the dawn to finish off. Not only did he survive, Simon is back and
murdering the people Meghann has sworn to help. This time, Meghann has no intention of bending
to his sadistic will. This time, Simon will find that his former servant is now a master in her own
right!
Savvy Ingrid Law 2010 Recounts the adventures of Mibs Beaumont, whose thirteenth birthday has
revealed her "savvy"--a magical power unique to each member of her family--just as her father is
injured in a terrible accident.
From Breath and Ruin Carrie Ann Ryan 2019-03-19 New York Times bestselling author Carrie
Ann Ryan dives into a world with magic and sacrifice with the Elements of Five. It is said the Spirit
Priestess will one day unite the two Kingdoms of the Maison Realm. She will one day fight
alongside Wielders and unlock the five elements of power. It wasn’t until I nearly died that I
realized they were talking about me. They tell me I have the power to save the world, and yet the
war raging around me seems insurmountable. I must rely on those I thought shunned me long
ago: a boy who isn’t who I thought, and a new realm of warriors who have come to protect me.
The darkness is coming, and the Queen of Obscurité wants to ensure that the King of Lumière
can’t get his hands on me. And to make that happen, the Queen will sacrifice anything—including
me. ~~~~~~~~ Read what others are saying about New York Times bestselling author, Carrie Ann
Ryan: “Count on Carrie Ann Ryan for emotional, sexy, character driven stories that capture your
heart!” – Carly Phillips, NY Times bestselling author “Carrie Ann Ryan’s romances are my newest
addiction! The emotion in her books captures me from the very beginning. The hope and healing
hold me close until the end. These love stories will simply sweep you away.” ~ NYT Bestselling
Author Deveny Perry “Carrie Ann Ryan writes sexy emotional romances that'll make you cry and
fan yourself from the heat, especially because of all that sexy ink.” –#1 NYT Bestselling Author
Lauren Blakely “Once I started reading, I couldn’t stop! This is definitely going in my re-read pile!”
–NYT Bestselling Author Susan Stoker "Carrie Ann Ryan writes the perfect balance of sweet and
heat ensuring every story feeds the soul." - Audrey Carlan, #1 New York Times Bestselling Author
“Carrie Ann Ryan never fails to draw readers in with passion, raw sensuality, and characters that
pop off the page. Any book by Carrie Ann is an absolute treat.” – New York Times Bestselling
Author J. Kenner “Carrie Ann Ryan knows how to pull your heartstrings and make your pulse
pound! Her wonderful Redwood Pack series will draw you in and keep you reading long into the
night. I can’t wait to see what comes next with the new generation, the Talons. Keep them coming,
Carrie Ann!” –Lara Adrian, New York Times bestselling author of CRAVE THE NIGHT "With
snarky humor, sizzling love scenes, and brilliant, imaginative worldbuilding, The Dante's Circle
series reads as if Carrie Ann Ryan peeked at my personal wish list!" – NYT Bestselling Author,
Larissa Ione "Carrie Ann Ryan writes sexy shifters in a world full of passionate happily-ever-

afters." – New York Times Bestselling Author Vivian Arend “Carrie Ann’s books are sexy with
characters you can’t help but love from page one. They are heat and heart blended to perfection.”
New York Times Bestselling Author Jayne Rylon Carrie Ann Ryan's books are wickedly funny and
deliciously hot, with plenty of twists to keep you guessing. They'll keep you up all night!” USA
Today Bestselling Author Cari Quinn "Once again, Carrie Ann Ryan knocks the Dante's Circle
series out of the park. The queen of hot, sexy, enthralling paranormal romance, Carrie Ann is an
author not to miss!" New York Times bestselling Author Marie Harte Read the Entire Elements of
Five Series: FROM BREATH AND RUIN FROM FLAME AND ASH FROM SPIRIT AND BINDING
FROM SHADOW AND SILENCE ___ Topics: Young Adult Romance, Young Adult Fantasy,
Strong Heroine, Prophecy, Dystopian, Other Realm, Magic, Power, Elemental Romance,
Romance Series, YA Series, Fire, Earth, water, Air, Spirit, Sacrifice, Love Triangle, Fae, Bad Boy,
Antihero, Legacy, Worldbuilding, Secrets Other readers of Carrie Ann Ryan’s books enjoyed
books by: Sarah J Maas, Holly Black, Jennifer L Armentrout, Cassandra Claire, Laura Sebastian,
Alicia Rades, Adrienne Young, Alyson Noel, Kami Garcia, Rachel Caine, Margaret Rogerson,
Kendare Blake, Erin A Craig, Veronica Roth, Melissa Albert, Kaitlyn Davis, and Rebecca Ross
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